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ABSTRACT
This paper firstly provides a general introduction in the most important aspects and ideas of Visual
Analytics. This multidisciplinary field focuses on the analytical reasoning of typically large and complex
(often heterogeneous) data sets and combines techniques from interactive visualizations with computational
analysis methods. Hereby, intuitive and efficient user interactions are a fundamental component which has
to be efficiently supported by any Visual Analytics system. This integration of interaction techniques into
both visual representations and automatic analysis methods supports the human-information discourse and
can be realized in various ways which is discussed in the second part of the paper. We give examples
of possible applications of Visual Analytics from the domain of biological simulations and highlight the
importance and role of the human in the analysis loop.
1

INTRODUCTION

For many years, people from various science and business domains have been overwhelmed by huge and
complex data collections that have to be analyzed. Local data storage is very cheap, and data sets are more
and more moved into the Cloud where either individuals or collaborators have access to them. According
to the HMI Report (Short et al. 2011), 9.57 Zettabyte (= 9, 57 · 1021 ) of new information was processed on
enterprise servers in 2008 worldwide (for comparison: 5 Exabyte (= 5 · 1018 ) in 2002). Thus, for instance, 63
Terabytes of information were processed by one company on average in that year. Such figures let assume
that this process of data collection and storage will heavily increase in the future. This is also true in the
sciences where, for example, the massive collection of sensor data in the environmental sciences (Bryant et al.
2008) or the huge amount of *omics data in systems biology automatically generated by high-throughput
technologies (Gehlenborg et al. 2010) lead to the challenge of interpreting all of these data sets. The
fundamental problem today is to transform the data—which is typically not pre-processed, erratic, stored in
idiosyncratic formats, sometimes uncertain, and often composed of various types (multidimensional, timedependent, geo-spatial, . . . )—into information and make it useful/available/analyzable to analysts. Often,
this challenge is called the information overload problem (IOP). Positive effects of such a transformation
are then to discover something that is interesting (like patterns or outliers), to make decisions in crisis
situations, or to monitor a huge data set in real time and under time pressure.
How can Visual Analytics (VA) help to solve the information overload problem? “Visual analytics is
the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” (Thomas and Cook 2006). A
crucial property of this field is that computational methods of data analysis are combined with interactive
visualization techniques in order to analyze data more efficiently. For many data analysis problems, fully
automated analysis methods only work for well-defined and well-understood problems, i. e., there has to
exist a model of the underlying problem (Keim et al. 2008). Otherwise, traditional data mining techniques
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will not work. Even if a model exists, then the results of the automated analyses have to be sufficiently
communicated to and interpreted by analysts. Here, interactive visualizations come into the play as they
are able to support the analyst to discover (possibly unexpected) patterns, trends, or relationships in the
data. Therefore, computational methods for the analysis of huge, complex data sets in combination with
an interactive visual analysis are indispensable to capture important correlations or patterns that will
otherwise go unnoticed. (Ceglar et al. 2003) stated that “user participation in the [data] mining process
results in greater confidence in the correctness of the discovered patterns due to the sense of control
that guidance capabilities provide”. Interaction allows, among other things, to explore “unknown” data
collections following Shneiderman’s mantra of information visualization overview first, zoom and filter,
details on demand (Shneiderman 1996) or to build hypotheses with the help of “What if?”-questions and
to verify them visually or with algorithmic methods. This important insight is reflected by the head note of
Visual Analytics: “detect the expected and discover the unexpected from massive and dynamic information
streams and databases consisting of data of multiple types and from multiple sources, even though the
data are often conflicting and incomplete” (Thomas and Cook 2006). To sum up, the need to combine
interactive visualization with computational analysis methods is obvious and opens novel possibilities to
address the IOP. “The challenge is to identify the best automated algorithm for the analysis task at hand,
identify its limits which can not be further automated, and then develop a tightly integrated solution with
adequately integrates the best automated analysis algorithms with appropriate visualization and interaction
techniques.” (Keim et al. 2008).
This paper provides an overview of Visual Analytics with a special focus on the importance of the
human in the analysis loop as well as on various types of user interaction which are fundamental for
supporting the analysis process. We give examples of VA approaches from the application domain of
systems biology because of several reasons: first, the available space in this paper is too short to introduce
challenges of several application domains. Second, systems biology contains a set of highly-interesting
grand challenges that is based on the analysis of vast, high-dimensional and complex data sets. Third,
biological data have to be interactively explored as researchers often do not know in advance what they
are looking for. Last, modeling and simulation plays an important role in biology, and there are biological
data sets that are based on simulations, such as metabolic simulations, which might also be of interest for
the simulation community.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly give an overview of
important literature and initiatives in the field of Visual Analytics. Section 3 discusses different facets
of Visual Analytics in more detail and highlights the role of interaction in the visual analysis process.
Then, some example applications from the field of biology are highlighted in Section 4. Here, sample
simulation methods are shortly presented, and the role of the human analyst and interaction possibilities
during reconstruction and investigation of metabolism are covered. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
2

BOOKS AND INITIATIVES ON VISUAL ANALYTICS

One of the first occurrences where the term “Visual Analytics” appeared is the introduction of a special
issue of IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications written by (Wong and Thomas 2004) and published at
autumn 2004. Shortly after this journal issue, a book on the research and development agenda of VA was
published, called Illuminating the Path (Thomas and Cook 2005). It was the result of a crosscutting panel
of research leaders in several fields assembled by the National Visualization and Analytics Center (NVAC)
in the United States. The agenda is a comprehensive overview of the main idea of VA, needs and grand
challenges. But certainly, some characteristics and concepts of VA popped up already earlier in the shape
of specific methods and tools. Several excerpts and summaries of Illuminating the Path were published
subsequently, such as (Thomas and Cook 2006).
In 2007, a seminar on Information Visualization took place at the International Conference and Research
Center for Computer Science (Dagstuhl Castle) in Germany. The seminar discussions also included topics
of VA, and the findings were released as book contribution that explains the difference between VA and
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InfoVis (Keim et al. 2008). It identifies the technical challenges faced by VA researchers and describes a
number of typical applications.
During the following years, several initiatives were started in order to further develop VA techniques
and to build an own community. One of these ventures was VisMaster (VisMaster 2012), the European
Coordination Action Project on Visual Analytics. As outcome of this two-year project, a book was compiled
that describes a roadmap of VA research (Keim et al. 2010). In contrast to the previously mentioned books,
it illuminates strategies for future research on the basis of an analysis of the state-of-the-art and open
challenges and also exemplifies these ideas with many screenshots of tools in action. For an overview of the
most important research challenges in VA, we refer the interested reader to this book. An accompanying
video was also produced to demonstrate the importance of VA for Europe (VisMaster Video 2012), and a
new European Web portal on VA (Visual-Analytics.EU 2012) was finally created. The international Web
portal on VA is called VA Community (VA Community 2012).
There are several conferences and workshops on VA, but most of todays visualization conferences
invite papers on this field too. The IEEE Conference on Visual Analytics Science and Technology (IEEE
VAST) was founded in 2006 (originally as IEEE Symposium on Visual Analytics Science and Technology)
and is the first international conference dedicated to advances in this field. Noteworthy is the co-located
VAST challenge/contest: research groups are invited in advance to develop concrete solutions for given
large and complex data sets and specific tasks that should be supported by the tools. Professional analysts
then interact with the tools and provide feedback during the conference. A smaller event is, for example,
the annual EuroVA workshop which is organized under the umbrella of the EuroVis conference.
3

FACETS OF VISUAL ANALYTICS

As already discussed in the introduction, VA is an integral approach for addressing the information overload
problem that combines several disciplines, such as visualization, automatic data analysis and human factors.
The last mentioned term covers fields that are important for ensuring human-centered aspects of VA systems.
We summarize those related research fields together with the most important features in the following list
which is mainly based on the work (Keim et al. 2008):
•

•

•

Interactive Visualization: This field is often defined as the use of computer-supported, interactive,
visual representations of data to amplify cognition (Card et al. 1999). Here, interaction techniques
(e. g., focus&context, filtering, zooming&panning, . . . ) are of particular importance to visually
analyze large volumes of data. Information Visualization mainly focuses on the visualization of
abstract data, whereas Scientific Visualization primarily aims at spatial data sets. There are a lot
of subfields which cover specific application domains, such as BioVis, SoftVis, GraphVis, etc.
Automatic Data Analysis: This discipline covers various aspects from data storage and organization
to automatic analysis algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks, PCA, etc.
It might be classified among others into Data Management, Data Mining (Knowledge Discovery),
and Machine Learning.
Human Factors: Human information processing and the human capability of information reception
have to be adequately taken into account when analyzing complex data collections. This should
be reflected in an appropriate user interface design, a clean requirement analysis and modeling,
and perhaps most important an efficient interaction between the human analyst and the computer.
Various domains are involved to reach those goals, such as Perception and Cognition Research,
Human-Computer Interaction, or (Information) Design.

All of these fields are able to substantially contribute to VA research. In addition, we have to add at
least two further aspects to this discussion. First, we have to find a common language to understand the
input data and the problems that come with it. Technically, this leads to the more formal definition and
standardization of data types, analysis algorithms or visual representations. We must provide software
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infrastructures for VA that support unification and simple dissemination of data collections as well as the
provision of modules/components for visual and/or automatic data analysis. Otherwise, we waste research
time and lower software quality as VA modules will be permanently reimplemented by people who need
them (Keim et al. 2010, Page 88).
The design of user studies, i. e., performing evaluations in order to check the effectiveness of interactive
visualizations and thus to validate visualization research, was not in the research focus for a long time.
Quite recently, researchers started to evaluate their approaches and ideas with larger subject groups and/or
more realistic data sets (Carpendale 2008). One of the reasons for the late consideration of evaluation is
that a visualization tool typically consists of a conglomeration of many individual visual representations
and interaction techniques. This leads to a challenge as it is very difficult to evaluate a complete software
system because of too many variables that cannot be controlled. Evaluating VA systems is even more
difficult because of the increased number of disciplines and the diversity of input data sets, potential users,
and task to be solved. Thus, new methodologies and, if possible, benchmark data sets have to be developed.
3.1 Data Sources and Types
Data collections that have to be analyzed are often distributed, i. e., they come from diverse data sources
and have to be integrated in some way to make use of them. This is still a challenge in data management.
In addition, such data may be incomplete, inconsistent and uncertain. A successful VA approach must be
able to deal with such problems that are often hard to grasp. It makes also a difference if the data set
is existing in a more or less static form, or if it is in the form of a data stream. The latter introduces
conceptual and technical problems in analyzing and representing the data because of the permanent adding
of new data elements. An example is textual streaming data that is collected from blogs or twitter posts.
A relatively well-understood problem is the (visual) analysis of specific data types, such as multivariate,
spatial, time-dependent or network data. Especially in the visualization community, there are many works
which provide surveys on how to visually represent specific data types. A nice overview is given in the
book chapter (Görg et al. 2007). The authors describe ways to express the most common data types by
using visual metaphors and how they can be converted into visual representations suitable for interaction
(see Subsection 3.3). For time-oriented data visualization, we refer to the book (Aigner et al. 2011), and for
spatio-temporal visual analysis to (Keim et al. 2010, Chapter 5). But note that the visual analysis of a data
collection that consists of many data types (e. g., quantitative, textual as well as multimedia data) is still not
well-understood and additional research is needed to cope with this issue. Another issue is to distinguish
between so-called primary data (i. e., original input data, directly measured, etc.) and secondary data that
has been derived or computed from primary data.
3.2 Different Ways of Integration
Several types of an architectural design for a VA system are possible, for instance, the visualization
of computational results of the automatic analyses or vice versa the use of visualizations to preselect
interesting parts of the data and then to analyze those with automatic techniques. More promising is the
use of visualizations to steer the analytical process and to allow the human analyst to interactively choose
parts of the data set or to interactively change parameters of the automatic analyses (tightly integrated
visualization). Then, results of the analyses can be again visualized, and the analyst can continue with other
(visual or automatic) analysis techniques supported by the system. In a similar way, intermediate results
of automatic techniques can be visualized too, i. e., automatic analyses can be performed on demand and
steered by the analyst. Thus, interactive visualization and exploration is part of the computational machinery
itself and supports users in the analysis loop which is crucial for many application fields. Figure 1 shows
the described integration of visual and automatic data analysis methods in context of the visual analytics
process (extended version of the sense-making loop for Visual Analytics proposed by (Keim et al. 2008)).
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Figure 1: Process diagram to explain the analytical processes in VA. Blue boxes are containers for
primary/secondary data, specifications as well as the gained knowledge. Red ovals denote processes.
Theoretically, there should be an additional link between Final Result and Knowledge, but we omitted
it because of the assumption that the final result should be visualized too. For a detailed discussion on the
relationships between data, information and knowledge, the authors refer to Rowley (2007).
In the light of the visual analysis of simulations, the Data is simulation data, and the Automatic Analysis
process might be a further simulation run based on modified parameter settings, for example.
3.3 The Role of Interaction
As shown in the previous subsection and Figure 1, the user plays an essential role in the analysis process
and the sense-making loop for Visual Analytics. Based on the visualization and the results of automatic
analyses, he/she decides to perform further (visual/automatic) analysis steps by interactive exploration of
the visualized data. For doing this efficiently, the VA system has to support such interactions that allow
the users to decide what they see, how they see it, and what the next analysis steps are. This requirement
is also mentioned in the research and development agenda (Thomas and Cook 2005, Page 76).
There are many taxonomies of interaction techniques in the literature which help to better understand
the design space of interaction. (Yi et al. 2007) provide a nice overview of the most important taxonomies
and propose seven different categories of interaction techniques that connect specific user objectives with
those techniques that help accomplishing them. Recently, another work (Heer and Shneiderman 2012)
adapted this strategy of identifying interaction categories (based on user objectives) for analytical dialogs.
In this paper, we follow their proposal with small modifications as described in the following taxonomy
which slightly modifies the one described in (Heer and Shneiderman 2012). Our first high-level category A
focuses on the data space and how the data is visually represented. The second category B addresses
interacting with the generated visual representations, whereas more general processes of iterative data
exploration (e. g., collaboration or modifying interaction histories) are covered by category C.
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A.

B.

C.

Data and View Specification (data transformations and visual mappings in the InfoVis Reference
Model (Card et al. 1999))
1. Encode/Visualize: Users can choose the visual representation of the data records including
graphical features, such as color, shape, etc. Data-flow graphs or formal grammars can be used
for the specification. Visual representations typically depend on the data types. For instance,
hierarchical data sets might be represented by node-link tree layouts or space-filling treemaps.
2. Reconfigure: Some interaction techniques allow the user to map specific attributes to graphical
entities. An example is the mapping of attributes in a multivariate data set to different axes in
a scatter plot.
3. Filter: This technique is of great importance for visual analysis as it allows the user to
interactively reduce the data shown in a view. Popular methods are dynamic queries by using
range sliders or picking a set of nodes in a network visualization for further analyses by
performing a “lasso” selection.
4. Sort: Ordering of records according to their values is a fundamental operation in the visual
analysis process. This is, for example, important in network analysis where nodes might be
sorted based on specific centrality values.
5. Derive: Strongly related to the sense-making loop in Subsection 3.2 is the completion of
additional computations based on the primary input data. Thus, the user might integrate results
of statistical computations (aggregation, medians, . . . ) into the data to be visualized.
6. Adjust: Related to the previous interaction type is the modification of parameters for automatic
analyses (incl. simulations). In this way, actions in the data space using (configurable)
computational methods instead of visual ones can be performed.
View Manipulation (view transformations in the InfoVis Reference Model)
1. Select: Selection is often used in advance of a filter operation. The aim is to select an individual
object or a set of them in order to highlight, manipulate, or filter out them. Examples include
putting a placemark on a virtual map to highlight a spatial area or the specification of attribute
ranges in parallel coordinate systems.
2. Navigate/Explore: This important class of interaction techniques typically modify the levelof-detail following the mantra overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand (Shneiderman
1996). Well-known approaches are focus&context, overview&detail, zooming&panning, or
semantic zooming.
3. Coordinate/Connect: Linking a set of views or windows together to enable the user to discover
related items. Brushing and linking techniques (e. g., histogram brushing) are used in almost
all VA systems.
4. Organize: Large systems often consist of several windows and workspaces that have to be
organized on the screen. Adding and removing views can be confusing to the analyst. Some
systems help the user to better overview and to preserve his/her mental map by grouping of
views or by assigning specific places where they have to appear.
Process and Provenance (facilitating the analytical process)
1. Record: Methods that store and visualize the interaction history performed by the user help to
facilitate the iterative analysis process. Undo or redo operations are the most simple examples
for such techniques. More advanced ones allow to log complete user sessions (i. e., storage of
all user actions such as zooming, filtering, . . . ) and can be used to revisit states of the analysis
or for collaborative work as colleagues might import a complete analysis trail of someone else.
2. Annotate: Graphical or textual annotations help the analyst to point to elements or regions
within the visual representation. These annotations also might be links to other views. Important
is that such annotations must be “data-aware” (Heer and Shneiderman 2012), otherwise they
may become meaningless in context of interactions.
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3. Share: Collaboration in VA often occur in practice, but it is still not very well researched. A VA
system has to support discussions, dissemination of results, or interactions of several analysts
at the same place and the same time (co-located) or at different places and not necessarily at
the same time (distributed). Sharing views or publication of visualizations are examples of
important requirements for efficient collaboration between many analysts.
4. Guide: The specification of workflows is difficult for VA tasks as the related analytical processes
are typically non-linear. A result can thus be reached by various interaction and analysis paths
within the system. It would be beneficial if a VA system would support “guided analytics to
lead analysts through workflows for common tasks” (Heer and Shneiderman 2012).
Of course, it is possible to combine a subset of the aforementioned techniques into a hybrid interaction
method (Ward et al. 2010, Page 315). All interaction techniques presented so far can be executed on normal
PCs. Specific interaction approaches that support co-located or distributed collaborative visual analysis or
that require specific devices, e. g., to provide additional modalities (haptic devices) or more screen space,
were not covered. Such topics would widely go beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is
referred to the literature, such as the book chapter (Fikkert et al. 2007).
4

EXAMPLES FROM BIOLOGICAL SIMULATIONS

Biological systems, a simple cell as well as a complex organism, can be simulated in many ways focusing
on different aspects and using different methods. This ranges from the investigation of basic processes,
such as the circadian clock or specific signaling pathways, to complex multi-scale modeling of complete
organs such as Noble’s heart model (Noble 2002). In this section, we focus as an example on the simulation
and VA of metabolism.
4.1 Simulation of Metabolism
Metabolism is fundamental to all life processes, for instance, to produce energy and to synthesize substances.
Metabolites are transformed into each other by metabolic reactions. Metabolic reactions are usually
catalyzed by enzymes and often transporter-mediated (e. g., a substance may be transported from one
cellular compartment to another). A large number of reactions occur at any time in organisms, and the
product of one reaction is usually used by another reaction. Thus, metabolic reactions are strongly interlinked
and build metabolic networks. More formally, a metabolic network is a hypergraph: the vertices of the
network represent the metabolites, the hyperedges represent the reactions. For simulation purposes, the
metabolic network is often represented as bipartite graph where additionally to the vertices representing
metabolites, the reactions are vertices and edges are binary relations connecting the metabolites of a reaction
with the related reaction vertex.
Simulating metabolism is an important method to understand or even to help manipulating life processes.
It has been successfully applied to many studies of bacteria, yeast, plants and other organisms. The
behavior of a metabolic system can be simulated with different modeling methods such as household
models, stoichiometric models, and kinetic models; all methods which describe different approaches to
quantify and simulate fluxes in metabolic networks. The widely used stoichiometric modeling approach is
based on the description of the structure of a metabolic network including the stoichiometries of enzymatic
reactions, that is the relative quantities of metabolites in a reaction. Stoichiometric models can be used, for
example, to find different routes from one metabolite to another, to calculate flux distributions for optimal
yield, to investigate the effect of genetic or environmental changes onto metabolic fluxes, and to predict the
effect of additional reactions in the network. Two typical simulation approaches based on stoichiometric
models are Flux Balance Analysis and Petri nets:
•

Flux Balance Analysis: Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) (Varma and Palsson 1994) can be performed
for a stoichiometric model with additional information such as uptake rates of metabolites and the
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Figure 2: Visualization example of metabolic fluxes computed with FBA. Flux distribution is shown under
two different conditions (left and right part of the figure). The circles represent metabolites, the small
rectangles represent reactions, large rounded rectangles show the different cellular spaces (compartments),
and the edge width represents the metabolic flux over this edge.

Figure 3: Example of a visualization of metabolite concentrations (which corresponds to the related fluxes)
using a Petri net-based simulation. As in Figure 2, circles represent metabolites, and rectangles represent
reactions. Here, the change of metabolite concentrations over time is shown as plots.
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•

composition of the produced biomass. It is a constraint-based modeling approach which predicts
metabolic steady-state fluxes via applying mass balance and other constraints to the stoichiometric
model. The predicted flux through each reaction is optimal for a certain criterion such as the
maximization of growth. An example of the results of FBA is visualized in Figure 2. Flux Balance
Analysis is a widely used method that has been applied to stoichiometric models of many organisms.
Petri Nets: Petri nets, which have been defined by (Petri 1962), are a mathematical formalism
for the representation and analysis of causal systems within concurrent processes. They can also
be used for the simulation of stoichiometric models (cf. Figure 3) and have been first applied to
metabolic systems around 20 years ago (Hofestädt 1994; Reddy et al. 1993). A review of the use
of Petri net simulation for molecular biology, especially metabolism, can be found in (Koch et al.
2011).

The automatic visualization and interactive exploration of the structure of metabolic networks is an active
research area since several years. To our knowledge, the first layout algorithm for metabolic networks has
been described nearly 20 years ago (Karp and Paley 1994), and several more were developed since then.
The question of a common language to understand the input data has been addressed in the last years, and
the Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) (Le Novère et al. 2009) has been developed as a standard
for the graphical representation of biological networks and cellular processes including metabolism. Also
interactive exploration methods for metabolic networks have been presented, for example, in (Rohrschneider
et al. 2010; Rohrschneider et al. 2010; Streit et al. 2008; Klukas and Schreiber 2007; Kono et al. 2009;
Jusufi et al. 2012). There are also several tools to create and simulate metabolic systems using FBA or Petri
net approaches (a recent review which also covers related aspects in metabolic engineering is (Copeland
et al. 2012)) as well as tools to visualize precomputed fluxes in metabolic systems (for a comparison of
current systems the interested reader is referred to (Rohn et al. 2012)). However, the visual investigation
of metabolic fluxes is a relatively new area and only few of the above mentioned systems support both,
the integrated simulation using FBA or Petri nets and the interactive visualization of metabolic models and
simulation results.
4.2 Visual Analytics During Model Reconstruction
Model reconstruction is the building of a stoichiometric model out of information from literature, databases,
experiments, and personal knowledge. It aims on producing a balanced (i. e., stoichiometrically correct and
dead end free) model which represents the current knowledge about metabolism of a specific organism,
organ, tissue or cell. Often, not the complete metabolism (also called genome scale model) but only specific
subparts are reconstructed.
The process of model reconstruction heavily involves human interaction. Either the complete model is
manually build, or it is manually refined from existing or computer-generated models. The model represents
the Data container in Figure 1 (text set in sans-serifs refers in the following to elements in this figure).
Model reconstruction is an iterative process where subsequent models are tested (based on Automatic
Analysis) and refined (Modify Data Input). Automatic Analysis includes finding unwanted metabolic
sinks, gaps in pathways, unbalanced reactions, and missing transporters [A.5] (interaction categories
according to Subsection 3.3 are given in squared brackets). These steps lead to Intermediate Results
and the Visualization of the current model including highlighting problems or errors [A.1]. Although
models are exchanged in computer-readable formats (e. g., SBML), a human-readable representation of
the model as network diagram (Visualization) is important to support not only a better understanding, but
also to investigate the structure of the model, or to find gaps (missing reactions). As a simple example, an
Automatic Analysis may find all unconnected metabolites and the subsequent Visualization may highlight
them, thereby indicating to a user that these parts of the model need further investigation. Typical interaction
techniques (Exploration/Interaction which leads to a modified Visualization Specification) used in the
process of model reconstruction are zooming&panning [B.2] (e. g., genome scale models may contain
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thousands of metabolites and reactions), filtering of subsystems [A.3] (e. g., compartments or specific
pathways), focus&context [B.2], and visualization of analysis results [A.1, A.2, A.5] (e. g., reachability,
balance checking, and unused metabolites). The whole cycle of Automatic Analysis, Visualization and
Exploration/Interaction including the discussed steps will be repeated until a valid model has been obtained.
It should be noted that in later states of this iterative process of model reconstruction this goes hand in
hand with simulation. Simulation results are initially often not corresponding to knowledge and lead to
model improvement, see the next Subsection 4.3.
In conclusion, analysts interactively build stoichiometric models, use visualization to understand and
evaluate the models and their current problems (here, we mean the evaluation of the metabolic model, not
the evaluation to check the effectiveness of interactive visualizations) during the iterative model building
process, and thereby employ Visual Analytics techniques in the course of the model reconstruction process.
4.3 Visual Analytics for Simulation Result Analysis
Model simulation leads to simulation results which have to be analyzed to derive knowledge or build novel
hypotheses about the metabolic system. It aims on understanding the metabolic system, i. e., what fluxes
occur, which branches are used, what bottlenecks are there, how do fluxes change under different input
parameters, how do fluxes change under structural changes of the model, etc. The analytical process follows
the sense-making process explained in Figure 1. This interactive process of simulation result investigation
finally leads to an evaluation of the model, better understanding of the metabolism, and the possibility to
predict changes of the metabolism by manipulating and simulating the model.
Here the Data is the stoichiometric model and additional data, such as in-fluxes into the system and
biomass composition. Automatic Analysis is the simulation of the input model under different scenarios,
for example, finding an optimal flux distribution, computing flux variability [A.5] or investigation the
effect of restrictions such as temporarily removing reactions [A.6]. The Intermediate Results are fluxes
over reactions or metabolite concentrations, which are commonly shown in the context of the model
(Visualization). Human interaction is strongly involved in the process of analyzing simulation results as
the investigation of model scenarios is an interactive process (e. g., how do fluxes change if parameters of
the model are changed). Although simulation results can also be analyzed statistically, a human-readable
representation of the simulation is a prerequisite for intuitive flux data exploration in the context of metabolic
networks. This applies not only to stoichiometric modeling and FBA or Petri net simulation as in Figures 2
and 3, but also to other simulation scenarios. Typical interaction techniques (Exploration/Interaction
that results in changed parameters for the visualization (Visualization Specification), but also for the
simulation) are again zooming&panning [B.2], filtering [A.3] (e. g., of subsystems, of reactions with specific
flux ranges), and focus&context [B.2]. For example, a user may initially compute a flux distribution [A.5],
investigates this in different parts of the model [A.1] using Exploration/Interaction and decides to analyze
the effect of temporarily removing a reaction [A.6] (Automatic Analysis). This results in a new flux
distribution which may lead to a better representation (Visualization) of observed effects in metabolism
(new Knowledge). As an result, the user may update the model accordingly to reflect this new knowledge
(Modify Data Input) and based on this starts the analysis cycle again.
To sum up, analysts run model simulations, investigate simulation results interactively, and use visualization to understand the metabolism represented by the model (investigate changing parameters, in silico
knockouts, etc.).
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we provided the simulation community an overview of the most important ideas and concepts
of Visual Analytics. A brief presentation of the most important books and events that cover this field
gives the reader an entry point to further literature and general information or interesting initiatives. We
illuminated the diverse facets of Visual Analytics from related research fields to the role of interaction
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in the analysis process. After this more theoretical and conceptual discussion on this emerging field, we
continued with concrete examples from biological simulations (especially of metabolism) and motivated
the importance of the human in the analysis loop in order to achieve more knowledge and understanding
of the simulation results and underlying models.
We hope that we could convince the reader that interactivity plays an important role in the analysis
process, and that Visual Analytics systems have to support the human analyst by a smart combination of
interactive visualizations and automatic analysis methods.
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